
4/14/76 

Dear Mike, 

This x, to let you know that the pac,kage CUM4 today. Many thanks. 

iou didn't have a return receipt on it. 

I've examined the devise suporfilially only. I he se not opined it. I'll take 
it to the expert who, accordingetk to the billing of an associate, can determine 
the origin. This will be the first time I go directly to Wawhihgton. 

I asnume you did not put the numbers on the case. 

Ae of yesterday Rod was still trying to work. He hopes to be able to hold 
out through tomorrow before taking time off to enjoy beiar sick by getting:lin bed. 
He expucts to be able to complete the stories on which he'd wor:ced by than. 

When he can come up again I'll let ycu 1cLow. Perhaps by then you will have 
"":7.1been able to tell ma if you sae an 	in the papers I've sent. You should have them 

in time to be able to go over then during or right agter the wee,kend. I'll be hack 
the aftorno,m (late) of the 22d. Perhaps I'll b© able to do some phoning while I'm 

(:J J _. in Washington on the way back. I'd liao the missing IC pages. 

The Trib story is accurate to the best of my knowledge. I've never bad anything 
checked out the way Rod does it. Hore than I do nut because he this ks it is necessary 

---,but because that is what they demand. However, there is an advant,ge to this. When 
he has convinced himsolf that eorething is solid he has more confidence in it and 
they do, too. I rather,..suspect that Rod will begin by iutt;erviewin6 at least soaa of the 
people you suggested. He has indicated this, including here. "ere it is specific. I 
wrote him about this ether he left. When we spo:ce h. said he would. 11,,  has been given 
a go-ahead. 

I'll probably hold off mailirK this with I leave on th: *rip, to permit 

7 
includin:: anything new if there is anything. 

Best, 


